Syria: Numbers and Locations of People Fleeing Internal Violence

**26,700** Syrians registered for aid in Turkey
This number reflects those assisted by the Turkish Red Crescent Society. The Government of Turkey (GOT) reported an estimated 2,000 Syrians crossed the border from June 2-5. (Source: GOI, June 5, 2012)

**4,549** Syrians registered for aid in Iraq
This number reflects those registered by UNHCR. An additional 425 Syrians are awaiting registration. (Source: UNHCR, June 7, 2012)

**300,000** internally displaced persons (IDPs) estimated in Syria
(Sources: Syrian Arab Red Crescent, May 30, 2012; UNHCR, May, 2012)

**19,068** Syrians registered for aid in Lebanon
This number reflects those registered by UNHCR. An additional 7,000 Syrians are receiving benefits but are not yet formally registered. (Source: UNHCR, June 7, 2012)

**24,000** Syrians registered for aid in Jordan
This number reflects those registered by UNHCR. An additional 2,500 Syrians are awaiting registration. The Government of Jordan estimates a much higher number of 122,000 externally displaced Syrians, as well as 10,000 illegal immigrants/emigrants. (Source: UNHCR, June 7, 2012)

**Camps and locations**
- Occupied camp
- Closed camp
- Camp under construction
- Concentrations of Syrian refugees in host countries or in facilities
- Welcome center
- Zones of conflict and displacement
- Border crossing (several are closed or inaccessible)
- National capital
- City

**Refugees and migrants in Syria**
- Palestinian refugees: 475,000, mostly in Damascus suburbs, Dar’a, Homs and Aleppo
- Iraqi refugees: 112,000, mostly in Damascus suburbs
- Other refugees: 8,000
- Third country migrants: 150,000 from Indonesia, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Ethiopia, and others

**Externally displaced Syrians**
Numbers include those registered and awaiting registration

Sources: US Department of State, US Agency for International Development, UNHCR, Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre
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